ASL Mobile Eye-5 Glasses
60 Hz
Available!

Wireless, Portable Eye Tracking Solution
for Sports Performance

Robust Eye Tracking Solution
Applied Science Laboratories (ASL), the Authority
on eye tracking, continues to offer you the best
eye tracking solution for improving sports performance.
How do athletes interpret their environment to
acquire the skills they need to successfully improve their performance? Ever wonder what athletes were viewing before executing their next
move? Now you can find out with the portable,
accurate and easy to use
wireless Mobile Eye-5 eye
tracker.
The Mobile Eye-5 glasses
are highly effective at
reading athletes’ visual
reactions. By measuring
the eye movements of
athletes, the Mobile Eye5 can easily determine
athletes’ visual search
strategies. Mobile Eye-5
allows you to test athletes as they are playing their sports in real-world
environments (as opposed to virtual). In addition

to improving sports
performance, eye
tracking can also
provide valuable
feedback on equipment design and
usability.
The Mobile Eye-5 is easily worn by participants
and combines highly accurate point of gaze with
audio capability to record what participants are
saying as they play sports.

Record Your Data Wirelessly
Mobile Eye-5’s comfortable
lightweight eyeglasses consist of two digital high resolution cameras, one that records the scene image and
the other, the participant’s
eye. Record and store data
from these images wirelessly
onto a remote workstation
and/or onto a SDHC card located in a small processing device worn by the
participant in a waist bag or in a backpack.
These images are
then integrated
into a single video
recording representing the scene
with a superimposed gaze cursor. Coaches can view this data in
real time while the participant performs his or her
task.
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Features


Completely mobile – small,

rugged and compact.


Lightweight and unobtrusive optics

mounted on stylish safety glasses.






Accurate point of gaze.

Works in various lighting conditions.

Indoor or outdoor use.

Easy to set up and operate.

Adjustable scene and eye cameras.

Benefits




Wearable, portable device allows participants to freely maneuver in any situation.

Real time wireless feedback throughout calibration available.

Unconstrained eye, head and hand movements under variable lighting conditions.

Easy Setup
Setup is easy with ASL’s Mobile Eye-5 automatic threshold and calibration routine. Calibration can be
easily verified as well as adjusted. Optional frames and eyeglasses are available for participants who
wear glasses and/or who are small children, permitting a wider range of users.

Eye tracking has never been easier or more accurate!
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